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Introduction to BDSIMIntroduction to BDSIM

 BDSIM is a C++, Geant4 based toolkit providingBDSIM is a C++, Geant4 based toolkit providing

 FastFast  tracking through accelerator componentstracking through accelerator components

 AllAll  Physics Processes from Geant4Physics Processes from Geant4

 Any other processes, e.g.:Any other processes, e.g.:

 H. H. Burkhardt Burkhardt Synchrotron RoutinesSynchrotron Routines

 Neutron processesNeutron processes  (implementation currently(implementation currently
being investigated)being investigated)

 Optics format output from MAD read into BDSIMOptics format output from MAD read into BDSIM

 Track Bunch/Halo particlesTrack Bunch/Halo particles

 Read in Read in GuineaPig GuineaPig bunch files - e.g. Pairs, Disruptedbunch files - e.g. Pairs, Disrupted……

 Collimation StudiesCollimation Studies

 Check background levels at any point along theCheck background levels at any point along the  beambeam
line - useful for positioning and performance checks online - useful for positioning and performance checks on
beam diagnostic toolsbeam diagnostic tools

 Already used to improve signalAlready used to improve signal  atat  PETRA LaserwirePETRA Laserwire
installationinstallation

20mrad BDS in BDSIM20mrad BDS in BDSIM

 Author: G.BlairAuthor: G.Blair

 Maintainers/Developers: Maintainers/Developers: I. I. AgapovAgapov, , J.J.
Carter, Carter, and a new student (Sep 05)and a new student (Sep 05)
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Current BDSIM DevelopmentsCurrent BDSIM Developments

 Moving BDSIM to MAD-like input formatMoving BDSIM to MAD-like input format

 Read MAD decks directly - without the need to produce opticsRead MAD decks directly - without the need to produce optics  formatformat
filesfiles

 Using MAD-like files to include process flags, geometries, bunchUsing MAD-like files to include process flags, geometries, bunch
descriptions, etc.descriptions, etc.

 Complicated Geometries (e.g. Interaction Region)Complicated Geometries (e.g. Interaction Region)  can be built using can be built using MySQLMySQL
databasedatabase

 Links toLinks to  detector studies that use detector studies that use MokkaMokka

 RemovesRemoves  need to hand code complicated geometriesneed to hand code complicated geometries

 Will be possible to apply to key/specialised components such asWill be possible to apply to key/specialised components such as
extraction quadsextraction quads

 Implement Neutron processes -Implement Neutron processes -  we donwe don’’t trust Geant4t trust Geant4’’s!s!

 Looking to add sensible tracking cuts depending on regions of interestLooking to add sensible tracking cuts depending on regions of interest
along the beam linealong the beam line

 Many other issues being looked at, such as beam gasMany other issues being looked at, such as beam gas
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BDSIM TrackingBDSIM Tracking

DIMAD / BDSIM ComparisonDIMAD / BDSIM Comparison  talktalk
given by O. given by O. Dadoun Dadoun at ILC-BDIRat ILC-BDIR

June 2005June 2005

 BDSIM tracking has been checked against DIMAD for nominal and offsetBDSIM tracking has been checked against DIMAD for nominal and offset
momentum - resultsmomentum - results  match very closely (O.match very closely (O.DadounDadoun, LAL), LAL)

Tracking done along the first 160mTracking done along the first 160m
of the short doublet extraction lineof the short doublet extraction line
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Full BDS TrackingFull BDS Tracking

 TrackedTracked  core and halocore and halo
particlesparticles  along thealong the
20mrad BDS from exit20mrad BDS from exit
of of linac linac to IPto IP

1x101x1066  Halo events fired.Halo events fired.
Only ~9x10Only ~9x1033 reach reach  FDFD

7x107x1044 Core beam Core beam
events fired.events fired.

PC2PC2
AB3 &AB3 &
SP3SP3
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Full BDS TrackingFull BDS Tracking

 Check collimation before and after spoilers:  (all plots for Halo simulation)Check collimation before and after spoilers:  (all plots for Halo simulation)

PhotonsPhotons
ElectronsElectrons

 Check energy collimation:Check energy collimation:

Before PC1Before PC1

AfterAfter  CollimationCollimation

(E Cuts:(E Cuts:  100 100 GeV GeV for photons ,0.1 for photons ,0.1 GeV GeV for electrons. SR processes turned OFF)for electrons. SR processes turned OFF)
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IR Geometry SetIR Geometry Set  UpUp

 Written a Written a MySQL MySQL wrapper to interface to Geometry databaseswrapper to interface to Geometry databases
used by used by Mokka Mokka (Using OFFLINE SQL database(Using OFFLINE SQL database  dump filedump file
obtained fromobtained from A. Vogel at DESY)at DESY)

 Can also access a locally running Can also access a locally running MySQL MySQL databasedatabase

 Full IR Geometry modelled in BDSIMFull IR Geometry modelled in BDSIM

 Using the StahlUsing the Stahl  design for L* =design for L* =  4.1m4.1m

 Including 4T Solenoid FieldIncluding 4T Solenoid Field  Map (from TESLA TDR)Map (from TESLA TDR)

Z ComponentZ Component

Radial ComponentRadial Component
at 1m fromat 1m from  beamlinebeamline

A. Vogel, ILC-BDIR June 2005
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Short Doublet SetShort Doublet Set  UpUp

95954.2504.2505.55.5K2=0.672K2=0.672SD1SD1

10101.0151.0151.41.4K1=0.08394K1=0.08394QF1QF1

≥≥12124.1004.1004T Field Map4T Field Map--L*L*

--

--

8.08.0

Pole tip FieldPole tip Field
Strength [T]Strength [T]

95954.5004.500--Drift2/4Drift2/4

95950.2500.250--Drift1/3Drift1/3

70701.9241.924K1=-0.137K1=-0.137QD0QD0

Aperture RadiusAperture Radius
[mm][mm]Length [m]Length [m]StrengthStrength

All simulations run with the following:All simulations run with the following:

ChargedCharged  Particle Cut: 10 Particle Cut: 10 keVkeV & & Photon Cut: 1 Photon Cut: 1 keVkeV

QD0QD0 QD0QD0
QF1QF1 QF1QF1

DRIFTDRIFT
DRIFTDRIFT DRIFTDRIFT

DRIFTDRIFT

SD1SD1 SD1SD1

1.6mrad1.6mrad  crossing anglecrossing angle

(over exaggerated for illustration purposes!)(over exaggerated for illustration purposes!)

BzBz
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PairsPairs  BackgroundsBackgrounds

 Using Guinea-Pig produced pairsUsing Guinea-Pig produced pairs
based on the WG1 1TeV Nominalbased on the WG1 1TeV Nominal
forfor  1bx1bx

 Incoherent PairsIncoherent Pairs

N =N =  133642133642

<E><E>  = 6.743 = 6.743 GeVGeV

 Radiative BhabhasRadiative Bhabhas

N =N =  1.86x101.86x1066

<E><E>  ==  394.6 394.6 GeVGeV

 Power into QD0Power into QD0  ~ 1.7W~ 1.7W

 Power into SD1 ~ 6.9WPower into SD1 ~ 6.9W

                        (to be checked(to be checked……))

Note: No maskNote: No mask  in placein place

Solenoid ONSolenoid ON

G
eV

G
eV

G
eV

G
eV

Solenoid OFFSolenoid OFF

Twice as much energyTwice as much energy  thanthan
for NO solenoid!!for NO solenoid!!

Total = 53x10Total = 53x1033  GeVGeV

Total = 100x10Total = 100x1033  GeVGeV

Total Energy = 5970 Total Energy = 5970 GeVGeV

G
eV

G
eV
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Halo Generation at the IPHalo Generation at the IP

 Use BDSIM to trace back the halo profile needed at theUse BDSIM to trace back the halo profile needed at the
final doublet in order to produce the ILC collimationfinal doublet in order to produce the ILC collimation
depth requirements.depth requirements.

 Fire this profile back through the final doubletFire this profile back through the final doublet  withwith
synchrotron radiation processes turnedsynchrotron radiation processes turned  onon

Can be doneCan be done  in one goin one go
usingusing  an inverted finalan inverted final

doubletdoublet

FireFire  aa  flat halo distribution here using the ILC haloflat halo distribution here using the ILC halo
collimation depthscollimation depths
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 BDSIMBDSIM
 Good tool for providing tracking and secondary productionGood tool for providing tracking and secondary production
 Next release of BDSIM planned in the near futureNext release of BDSIM planned in the near future

 Collimation Issues currently being investigatedCollimation Issues currently being investigated

 Look at both Long and Short doublets?Look at both Long and Short doublets?

 Extraction line backgrounds can be looked at in depthExtraction line backgrounds can be looked at in depth
 Need to introduce someNeed to introduce some  optimisedoptimised  energy cut and shower propagationenergy cut and shower propagation  methodsmethods
 Full field mapsFull field maps  can be implementedcan be implemented

 20mrad IR set up being implemented20mrad IR set up being implemented

 Open to suggestionsOpen to suggestions  for any other studies neededfor any other studies needed……..

Conclusions and OutlookConclusions and Outlook


